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PROJECT MANAGER – ENDORSEMENTS 

High Tech 

 
“Russ brought a valuable mix of project management skills and real-world business experience 
to our team. He’s also a great communicator who’s good at blending inquiry and advocacy. He 
collaborates well with a wide range of players—from technical to non-technical employees, and 
senior-level executives to field-level workers. And he gets results. Outcomes from our work 
together included better and more sustained adoption of sales methodologies by our 
salespeople, which resulted in revenue growth.” 

–John Duggan, Senior Manager, Global Lead for Sales Methodologies 
Sun Microsystems, Inc., Santa Clara, CA 

 
“Russ took on a challenging project with demanding clients, complex subject matter and political 
tension… and managed it expertly. His final solution was superb, the best we’ve developed — 
elegantly designed with high-value content and methodology.” 

— Joe Campbell, Director, Sales Training 
Sun Microsystems, Santa Clara, CA 

 
“Russ has both a highly disciplined approached to design and a learner-centered approach to 
facilitation. The combination of these traits differentiates him from many in this field. As his 
manager I was always confident he would produce as promised. Russ has impeccable character 
and is a pleasure to work with. I endorse him without reservation and would absolutely hire him 
again.” 

– Chris Holmberg, Director of Learning 
Nelson HR Solutions, Sonoma, CA 

 
“Russ is an excellent project manager with solid technical and customer skills. He contributed 
enormously to the development of the Qube Learning System. He’s skilled at paying attention to 
the details while maintaining an understanding of the big picture.” 

– Andy Kimball, CEO 
Qube Learning, San Rafael, CA 
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“I highly recommend Russ. He was able to effectively manage several projects simultaneously 
and was especially adept at managing external resources while maintaining a top-notch quality 
control process. He communicated effectively between the client, the external contractors, and 
his inside resources with the primary goal of delivering a product of the highest quality.” 

– Brandon Carson, Manager, Media Design Services 
Sun Microsystems, Inc. 

 
“I had occasion to work with Russ on a sales enablement project. Russ demonstrated a high 
caliber of skill leading a team of talented contributors recruited from across a wide spectrum of 
nationalities and cultures. His leadership demonstrated a clear view of the concept, deliverables, 
timing and quality required to succeed. The project was completed on time, within budget and 
to the high expectations of the requirement.” 

– Greg Kiernan, Director, Solutions Practice 
The TAS Group, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany 

 
“Detail-oriented. In-tune with the latest in design trends and technology. Mindful of users’ needs 
and the organization’s business goals! You will quickly see Russ as a valued, strategic partner. 
His experience is a welcome commodity when working on high stakes projects!” 

— Enzo Silva, Learning Strategist 
SAP, Atlanta, GA 

 
“Russ is a creative, high-quality professional. He executes projects based on requirements and 
improves them with his ideas. If you want great results, I highly recommend Russ. He’s very 
easy to work with.” 

– Cathie Staley, Senior Sales Training Manager 
NetApp, Inc. 

 

Biotech/Pharmaceuticals 

 
“The outcome of this project was brilliant—a beautifully simple design on the outside that 
masked a complex algorithm on the inside. It has been acclaimed by end users and is helping our 
organization achieve the results we were after—increased safety and reduced exposure to risk. 
For performance support applications that deliver results, Russ and his team are simply the 
best. I recommend him without reservation!” 

— Stephany Jones, Pharmacovigilance Process Leader, Roche Products Ltd 
Roche Pharmaceuticals, Basel, Switzerland 
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“Russ partnered with me on a large, complex, highly visible and time-starved project to help 
integrate two engineering organizations that had recently merged [Roche and Genentech]. We 
succeeded in part due to Russ' structured, creative and elegant approach. He is amazingly 
productive and at the same time able to focus on those few key performances that help people 
get up-to-speed without wasting their time. On a personal note, Russ is fun and stimulating to 
work with. He knows his craft so well that we could address logistical, tactical and strategic 
issues altogether. In addition, he has a knack for engaging people. Some integration efforts are 
met with skepticism and delay, which can destroy anticipated gains. Russ' engagement of SMEs 
and the quality of his results created enthusiasm and confidence for the program. It is too early 
to see results, but the impact will affect an annual project portfolio of $1/2 billion.” 

– Walter Ratcliff, Director 
Ratcliff Consultants, Oakland, CA 

 
“I hired Russ for a workforce performance improvement project. This project helped us 
communicate new project management guidelines to a group of roughly 150 engineers and 
stakeholders across the U.S. and Europe. These engineers are charged with designing and 
building pharmaceutical manufacturing facilities. Russ' work was a significant part of a larger 
effort that helped us implement a single, consistent process for project delivery worldwide. We 
anticipate that this effort will lead to an increase in projects that are executed on time, in budget 
and within scope, as well as improvements in efficiency and compliance with new regulations. 
During Russ' involvement with this project I found him to be a joy to work with. He has great 
interpersonal skills and easily grasped the project needs and scope. He has high integrity, asks 
great questions and meets his deadlines. I highly recommend him.” 

– Janise DeVoe, Leader in Organizational Development and Change Management, Roche  
Roche Pharmaceuticals, Basel, Switzerland 

 

Health/Medical Services 

 
“Russ impressed me with his ability to comprehend myriad details in a highly technical field 
while working with a diverse population of junior technicians and senior management in the 
systematic analysis, design and development of a cutting-edge workforce development program. 
He was always easy to work with and open to suggestions.” 

– LCDR Jeffrey Haukom, Operations Branch Chief 
U.S. Coast Guard TRACEN, Petaluma, CA 

 

“Russ is one of those rare individuals who can bring rigor to a project without impeding the 
creativity of his clients and colleagues. His expertise in flowcharting is particularly useful for 
conveying processes and procedures, and invaluable in conducting task analyses. As a team 
leader Russ achieves that ideal balance between managing and mentoring his team. His 
interpersonal skills were quite useful in navigating a military organization, where chain-of-
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command and strict management hierarchies are the norm. Russ brings people together for 
productive work sessions and builds consensus seemingly without effort.” 

– Deborah Klein, Senior Instructional Designer, Project Leader 
L-3 Communications, Petaluma, CA 

 

“We asked Russ and his team, at short notice, to develop a comprehensive workforce 
performance improvement program. They quickly established understanding of the brief, 
planned accordingly for delivery to challenging timelines, and delivered a high-quality product 
ahead of deadline. The outcome was a comprehensive, accurate, well-designed product which 
has been very well received. Thank you, Russ and team, for an excellent product!” 

— Lia Isted, Regulatory Documentation Specialist, PDRD, Roche Products Ltd 
Roche Pharmaceuticals, Basel, Switzerland 

 

Energy 

 
“Efficiency is up; safety incidents are down; management is reporting more unity between and 
among teams; we’re seeing reductions in equipment damage. Our people are staying with us 
longer now in part because they’re seeing that we are committed to their safety and their 
development. If you’re looking for help creating or refining professional performance-support 
tools, talk to Russ. I highly recommend him.” 

— David Wetherbee, Superintendent 
ThermaSource Geothermal Drilling, Santa Rosa, CA 

 
“We asked Russ to manage two big projects. Both projects received rave reviews and exceeded 
our expectations—evaluations of his work were consistently greater than 4.5 out of 5. We now 
have Russ on yet another project that will duplicate much of his work with other teams.” 

– Andrew “Birchy” Birch Co-founder, CEO 
Sungevity, Inc., Oakland, CA 

 

 


